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Abstract

Tissue engineering commonly entails combining autologous cell sources with biocompatible

scaffolds for the replacement of damaged tissues in the body. Scaffolds provide functional

support while also providing an ideal environment for the growth of new tissues until host

integration is complete. To expedite tissue development, cells need to be distributed evenly

within the scaffold. For scaffolds with a small diameter tubular geometry, like those used for

vascular tissue engineering, seeding cells evenly along the luminal surface can be espe-

cially challenging. Perfusion-based cell seeding methods have been shown to promote

increased uniformity in initial cell distribution onto porous scaffolds for a variety of tissue

engineering applications. We investigate the seeding efficiency of a custom-designed perfu-

sion-based seed-and-culture bioreactor through comparisons to a static injection counter-

part method and a more traditional drip seeding method. Murine vascular smooth muscle

cells were seeded onto porous tubular electrospun polycaprolactone scaffolds, 2 mm in

diameter and 30 mm in length, using the three methods, and allowed to rest for 24 hours.

Once harvested, scaffolds were evaluated longitudinally and circumferentially to assess the

presence of viable cells using alamarBlue and live/dead cell assays and their distribution

with immunohistochemistry and scanning electron microscopy. On average, bioreactor-

mediated perfusion seeding achieved 35% more luminal surface coverage when compared

to static methods. Viability assessment demonstrated that the total number of viable cells

achieved across methods was comparable with slight advantage to the bioreactor-mediated

perfusion-seeding method. The method described is a simple, low-cost method to consis-

tently obtain even distribution of seeded cells onto the luminal surfaces of small diameter

tubular scaffolds.
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the number one cause of death worldwide, and those who are

afflicted typically require several vascular reconstructive surgeries over the course of their life

time [1]. The current gold standard in vascular reconstruction is the use of autologous vessels.

The practice of using autologous grafts is risky as a separate surgery must be conducted to har-

vest the candidate vessel, effectively doubling the likelihood of infection and surgical complica-

tions. Additionally, patients may no longer have viable candidate vessels to be employed if

their CVD is advanced. In small diameter applications, the use of synthetic grafts is limited

due to complications with thrombosis, and decellularized xenografts typically illicit a patho-

genic immune response [2]. Due to the limited number of viable alternatives, there is a defined

need for engineered tissue vascular substitutes that integrate with host tissue to maintain

patency comparable to that of autologous grafts. This is particularly significant for pediatric

applications, when limiting the number of recurring surgeries over the lifetime of the patient is

of key consideration [3]. Still, a cost- and time-effective method of consistently developing

such engineered tissue vascular grafts (ETVGs) has yet to be elucidated [4, 5].

Tissue engineering has revolutionized the world of medicine by promising the creation of

viable and functional replacement tissues via the utilization of scaffolds and autologous cells.

Progress depends on the creation of increasingly complex engineered tissues aimed to perform

distinct roles in treating a diverse range of diseases [6]. Scaffolds play an essential part in pro-

viding a beneficial microenvironment for cells, organizing the architecture of the developing

engineered tissue, and aiding in the proper function of implants during host integration. Scaf-

folds for more elaborate tissues tend to have unique geometries and microstructures that

require inventive methods to seed uniformly and efficiently. Specifically, tubular scaffolds of

small diameter and significant lengths are essential for a variety of cardiovascular applications.

The method of cell seeding onto any scaffold determines the number of cells initially pres-

ent for in vitro culture and their spatial distribution, which in turn dictates the proliferation,

migration, and phenotype of cells as neo-tissue develops [7]. Achieving an even distribution of

viable cells can prove challenging as the methods currently utilized are inherently inconsistent.

Various techniques have been investigated to seed small diameter tubular scaffolds due to the

unique problems associated with this class of geometries [8]. The most widely employed is

dripping cell suspension onto the scaffold surface. However, this method is unreliable due to

the manual nature of the procedure, and user independent consistency is challenging to

achieve [9]. Various uncommon and less well-established cell seeding techniques that aim to

use specific directing forces to control the seeding outcomes of the constructs are too ham-

pered by the complexity of devices and procedures to be considered for regular use [10, 11].

Perfusion-based cell seeding, also called vacuum cell seeding or filtration cell seeding, has been

employed in many applications such as seeding bone grafts, vascular grafts, heart valves, and

other scaffolds of unique geometries. Perfusion based seeding has consistently been shown to

improve cell adhesion to surfaces, increase proliferation, and encourage uniform cell distribu-

tion compared to traditional static methods [12–15].

Herein, we investigate perfusion seeding as a preferred method for luminal seeding of scaf-

folds with tubular geometries and quantify the performance of a custom-built perfusion seed-

and-culture bioreactor against static seeding methods of cell delivery in regard to spatial distri-

bution of seeded cells and their viability. The seed-and-culture bioreactor design was devel-

oped as a controlled environment capable of seeding and culturing 4 ETVGs simultaneously

under identical conditions. Using the bioreactor system, a variety of environmental stimuli

including dual axial mechanical stimulation and the addition of environmental growth factors

may be administered to the developing ETVGs semi automatically with minimal handling.
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Having multiple directly comparable data points is essential to increasing the speed at which

research may be conducted, but scaling up these experimental processes can be difficult. We

suggest bioreactor-mediated perfusion seeding as a simple method that can be easily and

reproducibly applied to 4 scaffolds concurrently in a bioreactor environment. Furthermore,

the automatic process reduces variability in the seeding method, further reducing variability in

ETVG quality between samples.

2. Methods

2.1 Scaffold fabrication

Polycaprolactone (PCL; Mn = 80,000), N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and Tetrahydrofuran

(THF) at high performance liquid chromatography grade were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich

(St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification. The 14 wt% polymer solution was pre-

pared by dissolving PCL in a solution of THF and DMF with a weight/weight ratio of 1:1 and

stirred for 24 hours at 40˚C. The solution was observed to be clear and without trapped air

before every use.

The PCL solution was electrospun from a 1 ml syringe with a 26-gauge stainless steel blunt

tip needle and a mass flow rate of 1.2 ml/h. The 2mm diameter brass mandrel was wrapped in

aluminum foil and mounted 20 cm away from the needle on a stage set to translate 5 cm con-

tinuously at 1 cm/s as the mandrel rotates at 720 rpm. A high voltage (15 kV) was applied to

the base of the needle for 35 minutes.

Each spin produced a PCL tubular scaffold with 2 mm inner diameter, 4 cm length, and

with thickness ranging from 180–220 um which were cut from the aluminum collector sleeve

and the sleeve removed. Scaffolds were sterilized via submersion in 70% ethanol overnight. A

total of 52 electrospun PCL scaffolds were used in these experiments.

2.2 Bioreactor design

The bioreactor chamber (Fig 1A) was 3-D printed (Stratasys F170, Eden Prairie, MN) with a

13% infill using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) with water-soluble QSR support mate-

rial. The 3-D printed bioreactor chamber was coated with XTC-3D high performance epoxy

resin, (Smooth-On, East Texas, PA) to prevent fluid leakage. The bioreactor was designed to

seed-and-culture four tubular scaffolds in parallel channels (175 mm x 38 mm x 25 mm). The

tubular scaffolds were fitted onto 2mm outer diameter stainless steel cannulas on each end

such that 30mm of the graft length was available for seeding. Scaffolds were secured to the can-

nulas with parafilm, and mounted into two 4 pronged brackets with collet chucks (Fig 1B).

The brackets are fastened at a fixed distance apart keeping the 30 mm length of the scaffolds

straight and unstressed. Once assembled, the mounting bracket was placed in the bioreactor

chamber and the scaffolds connected to their individual flow channels through the cannulas.

After assembly, the proximal end of the scaffold flow channels are connected to syringes,

and the drain tubes located to the left of each proximal scaffold flow channel are sealed. The

syringes are then used to rinse the mounted scaffolds once with 70% ethanol, 3x with sterile

phosphate buffered saline, and then 2x with full culture medium containing 10% FBS and

geneticin. The scaffolds are soaked in this solution overnight to prepare for the seeding step.

After the seeding period, the 4 ETVGs within the bioreactor are intended to be switched

into culture mode under static or dynamic conditions (Fig 1C and 1D). Briefly, the syringes

used for seeding are removed as well as the seals placed on the drainage tubes. These are then

connected into the full flow loop which has been primed with full culture medium and the

clamps at the distal end of the scaffold flow channels are removed. Culture medium is drawn

from a media reservoir with a peristaltic pump, and pushed through the ETVG lumen, and
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returned to the ETVG chamber (Fig 1C). For fluid level balancing in each ETVG system, an

additional flow line draws media from the bioreactor chamber back to the media reservoir.

The intake and outtake tubes are located at opposite ends of the ETVG chamber, facilitating

gentle media flow around the outer surface of the scaffold. For future dynamic culture, one

bracket is connected to an actuator to impose identical axial stretch between all four ETVGs

(Fig 1D). Downstream of the mounted ETVGs, a 4-channel pinch valve is used to impose cir-

cumferential stretch by timed inflation. These features are not directly used in this study; how-

ever, they are key aspects that were taken into consideration when designing the described

seeding method.

Fig 1. Bioreactor design. (A) The fully assembled bioreactor chamber. Intake and outtake tube holders are found on each side of the individual ETVG

chambers. (B) An electrospun PCL tubular scaffold mounted with collet chucks in a four-pronged stainless-steel bracket. The 2mm cannulas affixed to

either end of the scaffold form a tight seal with the tightened collet chucks. This connection makes tensile stretch and luminal pressurization possible while

also leaving the lumen of the ETVG in direct contact with media flow. (C) Flow diagram within the bioreactor chamber. The red arrow shows media

traveling from a reservoir to the ETVG lumen, the green arrow shows media movement out of the ETVG, out of the bioreactor, through the pinch valve,

and back into the bioreactor. The blue arrow represents media being drawn from the bioreactor chamber to return to the reservoir. (D) Full schematic of

bioreactor flow loop and intended features. Color coded as in panel C.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g001

Fig 2. Seeding methodology. Seeding method diagrams for (A) the bioreactor mediated perfusion seeding method, (B) static injection counterpart seeding

method and (C) drip seeding. (D) Operating principle of bioreactor mediated perfusion seeding method. Numbers indicate sample organization for

analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g002
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All bioreactor components other than the chamber itself can be sterilized via steam auto-

clave for 30 min at 121 C. The bioreactor chamber is sterilized via immersion in 70% ethanol

followed by UV sterilization for 1 hr. The bioreactor system was assembled aseptically in a

laminar flow hood. The assembly was rinsed with PBS washes 3x prior to seeding.

2.3 Seeding experiment

Murine vascular smooth muscle SV40LT-SMC cells (VSMCs) (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA)

were cultured in full growth medium containing Dulbecco Modified Eagle’s Medium

(DMEM), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 200 mcg/mL geneticin (G418), all produced by

Gibco. At passage 6, cells were harvested for seeding. Prior to seeding, all scaffolds were pre-

wetted with full growth medium overnight. During and after seeding, scaffolds were main-

tained in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ºC. Twenty-four hours after seeding, scaffolds were

collected for analysis. Harvested scaffolds were split into 5 equal sections approximately 6 mm

long for analysis of seeding efficiency across the full length (Fig 2D). Section 1 represents the

upstream entry, whereas section 5 is the distal end of the scaffold.

Seeding took place in three distinct methods: 1) bioreactor-mediated perfusion seeding, 2)

static injection counterpart seeding, and 3) drip seeding.

2.3.1 Bioreactor-mediated perfusion (BMP) seeding. Four scaffolds at the time were

mounted into the custom-designed seed-and-culture bioreactor (Fig 2A). 10 mL of cell sus-

pension, containing 2 x 106 VSMCs, was drawn into sterile syringes and connected to the flow

loop upstream of each scaffold. The tubing at the downstream end of each scaffold was

clamped shut and the cell suspension was driven through the porous scaffold (Fig 2D) at a rate

of 10 ml/hr with a syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems; Farmingdale, NY, USA).

2.3.2 Static injection counterpart (SIC) seeding. Scaffolds were mounted onto modified

stainless steel cannulas and filled with 100 μl of concentrated cell suspension containing

approximately 2 x 106 VSMCs (Fig 2B). Each end of the construct was closed and the scaffold

submerged in full growth medium. This method replicated all the conditions of the perfusion-

driven seeding method except the transmural pressure gradient supplied by the syringe pump.

2.3.3 Drip seeding. Using standard aseptic procedures, 80 μl of a concentrated cell sus-

pension containing approximately 2 x 106 VSMCs was carefully pipetted directly onto the

luminal surface of the tubular scaffolds (Fig 2C). Seeded scaffolds were placed in individual

100 mm culture dishes and incubated for 1 hour at 37˚C. During this period the scaffold was

rotated every 15 min to encourage even cell distribution. After one hour, scaffolds were sub-

merged in full growth medium. This method replicated the target cell density of the previous

methods, while depositing cells inside the scaffold manually.

2.4 Viability assessment and cell number

Scaffold sections produced for viability testing and seeding efficiency analysis were placed in

1000 μl of full growth medium supplemented with 100 μl of alamarBlue (BioRad; Hercules,

CA, USA). The samples were incubated for 4 hours at 37 ºC with intermittent shaking. After

incubation, 200 μl of the solution from each sample was placed into separate wells of a 96 well

plate. Viable cells reduce resazurin, the active ingredient in alamarBlue, to resorfin which is

highly fluorescent. This reaction was quantified with the hybrid microplate reader BioTek Syn-

ergy H1 (BioTek; Winooski, VT, USA). The cell number was obtained with a standard curve

calculated using known concentration suspensions of cells from 25,000–275,000 cells in incre-

ments of 25,000.

Additionally, the spatial organization of viable cells was determined via a live/dead viability

assay kit (BioVision, Waltham, MA, USA), which marks live and dead cells based on
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membrane integrity and esterase activity. Ethidium homodimer-1, enters cells with a compro-

mised plasma membrane to bind DNA and emit a red fluorescence. Living cells are identified

by Calcein AM, a fluorogenic dye that can permeate through the cell membrane to be con-

verted to a green fluorescence after interaction with intracellular esterase. The middle section

of 4 BMP -seeded scaffolds where harvested and incubated in a 1000:1:2 mixture of PBS, ethid-

ium homodimer-1, Calcein AM for 15 minutes. ETVG circular cross-sections sections were

cut into 3 sub-sections and grid-imaged from the luminal surface on a Nikon C2 confocal

microscope system in z stacks of eight to twelve 16 μm slices. Images where stitched together

using a 3D image stitcher plugin available through FIJI image manipulation software [16].

2.5 Immunohistochemical assessment

Scaffold sub-sections produced for spatial distribution analysis with haematoxylin and eosin

stain (H&E) were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin overnight. Sections were stained en
bloc with H&E and embedded in OCT Compound (Electron Microscopy Sciences; Hatfield,

PA, USA) to cut 8 μm-thick cross-sections. Stained cross sections were imaged with an Eclipse

LV100D microscope (Nikon Instruments; Melville, NY, USA).

Additional spatial distribution analysis was conducted by staining cell nuclei with DAPI.

Scaffold sub-sections were harvested from the bioreactor and briefly rinsed in PBS before fixa-

tion in ice cold methanol for 5 minutes. Similar to the H&E samples, sections were stained en
bloc before embedding in OCT medium and cutting. After fixation, scaffolds were rinsed in

three 5-minute PBS baths. Membrane permeabilization was achieved by submersion in room

temperature 0.1% Triton solution for 15 minutes. This was followed by another set of three

PBS rinses and incubation with 300 nM DAPI solution for 5 minutes. Sections where imaged

at 10x on the confocal microscope.

2.6 Immunohistochemical analysis

Raw H&E images were converted to binary with ImageJ software [17]. Binary images were

post-processed to remove artifacts not relevant to analysis. Total cell load was determined by

the total area of cells present (i.e. area of black pixels in the image). Circumferential cell cover-

age was calculated by measuring the length of the perimeter covered by cells and dividing by

the total luminal perimeter of the scaffold. Average cell-layer thickness was determined by

dividing the total cell load by the length of the perimeter covered by cells.

2.7 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) assessment

Scaffold sections produced for surface coverage analysis were cut along the top most edge and

placed in 10% neutral buffered formalin solution overnight. Sections were then rinsed 3x in

PBS before dehydration in a series of graded ethanol (ETOH) washes from 50% to 100%.

Chemical drying was achieved with graded washes of ETOH and hexamethyldisilane (HMDS)

(MilliporeSigma; Burlington, MA, USA), followed by submersion in HMDS until fully

evaporated.

After dehydration was completed, samples were mounted for imaging with the luminal side

of the scaffold facing up and the circumferential direction corresponding to the horizontal

direction of the sample. Samples were handled such that the middle section represents the bot-

tom most section of the scaffold during seeding. Samples were gold sputter coated (Cressing-

ton 108, Ted Pella; Redding, CA, USA) and imaged with scanning electron microscopy

(Phenom ProX Desktop SEM, NanoScience Instruments; Phoenix, AZ, USA) operated at

15kV. Imaging was conducted at 300x in a 3x3 grid across the full surface of the scaffold sec-

tion to best approximate total surface coverage.
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2.8 SEM analysis

Raw SEM images were converted to binary with the ImageJ plugin DiameterJ Segment [17].

Of the multiple binary images created from each raw SEM image, the one that was the most

accurate in determining where cells were located (i.e. the black spaces in the image covered

wherever cells were present in the original) was chosen for further evaluation. Another ImageJ

function, Analyze Particles, was then employed for the quantification of percent area coverage.

Binarized images were checked to determine the general accuracy of the segmentation

method before reporting. Accuracy was determined by randomly selecting 5 images from each

seeding method and comparing results with cell coverage determined by manual

segmentation.

2.9 Statistics

For all the analysis, three to four samples were used (n = 3+1). Values were reported as the

average of all the samples, and the error was reported as either the standard deviation or 95%

confidence interval (CI) in cases where the standard deviation was larger than the mean. The

effect of seeding method and scaffold section within the seeding method on cell viability, sur-

face coverage, and cell layer thickness were assessed with a standard ANOVA, and multiple

pair-wise comparisons were carried out using the Tukey-HSD method. Differences were con-

sidered significant if p� 0.05.

3. Results

3.1 Viability assessment and cell number

The seeding method had a significant effect on the number of viable cells present per section

on electrospun PCL tubular scaffolds (p = 0.005). The average number of viable cells present

per sample by method is 282,598 ± 53,957 cells, 237,220 ± 43,243 cells, and 163,929± 110,537

cells for BMP seeding, SIC seeding, and drip seeding, respectively. While these averages are

not significantly different, the number of viable cells by section showed that perfusion-driven

seeding results in significantly more cells by section, 56,519± 15,463 cells, than drip seeding,

42,182± 29,725 cells (p = 0.04). The average number of viable cells by section of SIC seeding,

47,444± 15,437 cells, was not significantly different than BMP seeding or drip seeding and the

level of variability in longitudinal cell distribution between samples was high.

Perfusion-driven seeding also resulted in the most consistent pattern of cell distribution of

the three methods. While section 1 consistently resulted in lower numbers of viable cells than

sections 2–5, sections 2–5 were indistinguishable (with p> 0.95, Fig 3A). SIC seeding also

showed no significant difference between sections and when averaged showed a normal distri-

bution pattern with higher concentration of cells in section 3, the middle of the scaffold (Fig

3B). The standard deviation between SIC samples was larger than in BMP seeded samples,

showing that while there is no observable significant difference between averages, the results

were not as consistent. Drip seeded scaffolds did have a distinct pattern of cell distribution

identifiable in all samples analyzed (Fig 3C). Drip seeding did not achieve uniformity across

the entire length of the scaffolds, the majority of cells were found at either end of the scaffolds,

sections 1 and 5, with very few to be found in the middle section. Sections 1 and 5 were found

to be significantly different from sections 2, 3 and 4 (p = 0.01, 0.0009, 0.009 and p = 0.03,

0.0003, 0.003 respectively, the latter set not included in Fig 3C).

The live dead cell imaging of bioreactor mediated perfusion seeded scaffolds revealed a

thick, confluent layer of living cells covering approximately two thirds of the scaffold luminal

surface (Fig 4). The 4 other scaffolds evaluated this way also follow this pattern (S1 Fig). Non-
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viable cells can be found amongst the live cells, but they are mostly concentrated near the

edges where the scaffolds sub-sections were cut, and along major defects in the scaffold struc-

ture. The third section of the scaffold that does not contain a confluent layer of cells shows

small live cell clumps interspersed throughout the area.

In summary, BMP seeding resulted in the most viable cells with the most consistent distri-

bution across the samples. SIC seeding resulted in a comparable number of cells but with a

Fig 3. AlamarBlue viability assay results. Section average viable cell numbers for (A) perfusion bioreactor seeding, (B) static counterpart seeding, and (C)

drip seeding. (n = 4; mean with 95% confidence intervals).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g003

Fig 4. Spatial live/dead cell imaging. The middle section of a perfusion seeded scaffold is represented in 3rds. The left most portion is the top right edge of

the scaffold, the middle portion is the bottom of the scaffold, and the right most portion is the top left side of the scaffold. Each section length was

approximately 5 mm, and its circumference was 6.28 mm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g004
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more inconsistent distribution, and drip seeding resulted in the least number of cells but a

high degree of consistency in distribution pattern that featured most of the cells focalized at

either end, and middle sections remaining bare.

3.2 Immunohistochemical spatial distribution analysis

BMP seeding resulted in the most consistent cell coverage across the five sections in terms of

cell presence around the circumference, though cell-layer thickness varied spatially (Fig 5).

Both the SIC and drip seeded samples resulted in cells restricted to a few smaller locations,

with inconsistent coverage between sections, and variable thickness of cell layers within each

section, often settling in clumps and large regions remaining bare (S2 Fig). Drip seeding in

particular resulted in multiple sections entirely without cells, usually sections 2–4. Due to such,

quantitative analysis was conducted on the BMP and SIC seeded scaffolds only. Perfusion-

driven seeding consistently showed cells dispersed across about 60% of the scaffold area, with

the highest concentration being located along the bottom edge of the scaffold. BMP seeding

also resulted in sporadic cell patches occasionally adhered to the top edge of the scaffold, some-

thing rarely seen in SIC or drip seeding methods.

DAPI stained cross sections show a similar distribution of cells when compared to H&E

stained sections, with emphasis on individual nuclei (Fig 6). This confirms that the cell layer

deposited by bioreactor-mediated perfusion-seeding is indeed composed by cells with DAPI

stainable nuclei and typically one layer thick covering > 60% of the luminal surface. DAPI

results obtained with both static methods corroborate H&E histology showing inconsistency

in the cell layer thickness and circumferential distribution between sections.

Quantitative analysis of histology sections largely agrees with viability results. BMP seeding

resulted in a significantly higher total cell load being deposited to the scaffold lumen than SIC

Fig 5. H&E cross-sections. Representative haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained cross sections of each seeding method 24 hrs after seeding in

longitudinal order.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g005
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seeding (p = 0.007, Fig 7). The variability of total cell load and average cell-layer thickness

between sections in the SIC seeded samples corroborates with variations observed in the cell

viability analysis (Fig 3B). Though there was no significant difference in the average cell layer

thickness between the two methods (27.8 vs 29.1 μm), the standard deviation was observed to

be larger for individual sections in the SIC method. The proportion (or percentage) of circum-

ferential coverage between BMP seeding and SIC seeding was significantly different

(p<0.0001), on average achieving 62.8± 20.7% and 23.6± 15.2% respectively. In summary,

BMP seeding achieves significantly more cell load and percent circumferential coverage than

static methods while also maintaining a consistent cell layer thickness and distribution

between all five sections.

Fig 6. DAPI cross-sections. DAPI stained nuclei of cells in cross sections of each seeding method 24 hrs after seeding in longitudinal order.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g006
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3.3 SEM surface coverage analysis

Analysis of the topography of scaffold sections agrees with viability and histology results. BMP

seeding showed consistent coverage across the full scaffold surface (Fig 8A) Additionally, per-

fusion-driven seeding resulted in individual cells spaced apart from each other while both

static methods led to clumps of cell aggregates from which individual cells could not be identi-

fied in the SEM images (Fig 8B). Cells tend to concentrate along the bottom of the scaffold

(middle column of the SEM 3x3 sample views) in the SIC method, and drip seeded scaffolds

showed large concentrations of cells at the ends while typically achieving fuller surface cover-

age in these sections. BMP seeded cells did not appear to be damaged from the perfusion treat-

ment, the morphology of the individual cells qualitatively showed evidence of adherence to the

scaffold surface (Fig 8C).

Quantitative analysis shows that BMP seeding resulted in significantly higher surface cover-

age across the scaffold surface, 72.7± 21.7%, when compared to static methods, which averaged

37.4± 25.8% and 37.7± 24.7% (p<0.0001, Fig 9A vs. 9C and 9E respectively). BMP seeded sec-

tions did reveal a gradient of increasing surface coverage from sections 1 to 5, i.e. upstream to

downstream. Sections 1 and 2 on average achieved significantly less surface coverage than sec-

tion 5 (p = 0.002 and p = 0.004 respectively, Fig 9B). Though more inconsistent than previous

results suggest, the average surface coverage of sections 1 and 2 are 64.6± 26.32% and 65.8±
24.5% respectively, which is still higher than the approximately 37% surface coverage achieved

by either static method per section on average. The percent area coverage in SIC and drip

seeded scaffolds were variable between sample sections. The distribution pattern for SIC scaf-

folds tends to be along the bottom edge of the scaffold with patches of high cell density, while

drip seeded scaffolds tended to have more surface coverage at either end. Both static methods

show a high level of intra-sample variability in cell distribution, either along the length or the

circumference of the scaffolds (Fig 9C–9F). Analysis of accuracy showed that manual segmen-

tation vs. automatic segmentation did not deviate more than 2% in the 15 random SEM images

analyzed.

3.4 Combined results

Establishing correlations between the data reveals that BMP seeding resulted in the most con-

sistent seeding pattern across all five sections (grouped in blue in Fig 10). When comparing

Fig 7. Quantitative assessment of uniformity. Quantitative analysis of H&E images for bioreactor mediated perfusion and static injection counterpart

seeding methods preformed with rVSMCs onto electrospun PCL scaffolds. Uniformity judged in terms of total cell load, average cell layer thickness, and %

circumferential coverage per section. (n = 20, n = 15; mean ± standard deviation).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g007
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the number of viable cells to percent surface coverage, perfusion-driven seeded scaffolds out-

performed static methods in both aspects, achieving comparable viable cell load with higher

cell coverage (> 60% vs.< 50% of either static method, Fig 10A). Comparing the number of

viable cells obtained from the alamarBlue viability assay to the total cell load determined by

histology resulted in a linear correlation (Fig 10B). Correlation of histology determined cell

load or SEM-determined surface coverage vs. cell-layer thickness demonstrated again the

improved performance and consistency achieved with perfusion-driven seeding method com-

pared to static methods (Fig 10C and 10D).

Fig 8. Interpretation of SEM images. (A) Representative SEM images of luminal surface of seeded electrospun PCL scaffolds for each seeding method, (B)

Sample images representing quantitative analysis of luminal surface coverage per method. (C) Zoomed in view of perfusion seeded scaffold.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g008
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4. Discussion

While clinical application of ETVGs has been limited, years of testing has made it clear what

characteristics an ETVG needs to maintain patency [18]. Successful vascular grafts require a

non-thrombogenic luminal surface, robust mechanical properties, and the ability to remodel

in vivo, and each of these requirements is affected by the presence of cells both during develop-

ment and after implantation [19–21]. It is imperative that the seeding method used for such

Fig 9. Quantitative analysis of surface coverage. Color map of surface coverage and section averages respectively for (A,B) perfusion bioreactor

seeding, (C,D) static counterpart seeding, and (E,F) drip seeding (n = 36; mean with 95% confidence intervals).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g009
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constructs be simple and efficient so the resulting engineered tissue can develop quickly and

homogenously on the scaffold.

Seeding of tubular scaffolds has been typically achieved by pipetting the endothelial cells

directly onto the scaffold surface, followed by culture in bioreactor systems that mimic hemo-

dynamic pressure aspects and prepare ETVGs for in vivo function when exposed to blood,

reducing its potential thrombogenicity and improving patency. However, this technique is

Fig 10. Scatter plots of combined data. The top left graph compares the average number of viable cells present on each scaffold section to the surface

coverage determined with SEM analysis. The top right graph compares the number of viable cells and the cell load area as determined by H&E analysis. The

bottom left graph compares the average cell layer thickness to SEM surface coverage and the bottom right graph compares cell layer thickness to cell load.

Bioreactor mediated perfusion data is highlighted in blue.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0269499.g010
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limited by its poor efficiency and possible cell detachment when exposed to flow. Some studies

utilizing drip seeding reported cell loss of 70% after a few minutes and up to 95% in the first 24

hours after implantation [22]. Many different techniques to improve seeding efficiency and

patency outcomes have been developed since then such as special formulations of culture

medium, single-stage vs. multi-stage seeding, and the inclusion of mechanical/hemodynamic

stresses [23]. Extensive empirical experimentation in the field of vascular tissue engineering

has discovered no clear potential benefits from one seeding method over others. Many of the

studies have different goals associated with their experimentation, which has great influence

on the choice of seeding method employed. This study attempts a bona-fide comparison in

between three different seeding methods, each taking similar amounts of time and effort to

complete. No additives were used to enhance or facilitate cell adhesion to the scaffolds. Each of

these methods can be accomplished for extremely low cost, especially when considering that

the syringe pump included in the BMP seeding method could feasibly be substituted with a

syringe featuring a high friction coefficient and the gravitational force of a properly applied

weight. Judging the three seeding methods to be equitable in cost, complexity, and time con-

sumption, the question remains if any has a clear benefit over the others.

Automatic seeding within bioreactors has the benefit of limiting the manual handling of

scaffolds, which in turn limits possible contamination scenarios. Due to this major benefit, it

has been investigated repeatedly since its initial development in 1990 by Wildevuur et al. [24].

Originally, this method was developed as a quick way to seed vascular grafts during the operat-

ing procedure at the patient’s bedside. In one exploratory study by Noishiki et al., an 8 cm sec-

tion of vasculature was finely minced and suspended in 20 ml of physiological saline solution.

The resulting suspension was pushed transmurally through the lumen of a highly porous fabric

scaffold via repeated pressurized injection [25]. After implantation in a canine model, it was

reported that the grafts experienced increased thrombus formation; however, localization of

cell types to their natural physiological locations was also observed and after 14 days the grafts

were reported to be fully endothelialized. This result was initially promising, but the study

failed to address the rapid transanastomotic endothelial outgrowth observed in animals, and

the requirement of a sacrificial vessel fragment for the seeding does not reduce patient risk

associated with multiple surgeries.

Since then, several groups have developed and employed other perfusion-based methods to

create small diameter ETVGs. Feijen and co-workers have cannulated porous tubular polytri-

methylene carbonate scaffolds with 3mm inner diameter in custom-made glass flow chambers

and injected 20 ml of SMC cell suspension through their lumen [26, 27]. The cell suspension

was injected with two syringes, one positioned at either end of the scaffold. Scaffolds were

manually rotated every 30–60 min during the first 2.5 hours after seeding to promote homoge-

neous cell adhesion, and cultured with either static of dynamic flow conditions up to 14 days.

Cell presence after 7 days was observed transmurally throughout the bulk of the scaffold. How-

ever, a full analysis along the scaffold length or circumference was not demonstrated, so more

detailed spatial distributions of cell seeding could not be determined. Furthermore, rotating

after injection when dealing with thick, porous scaffolds, is counter intuitive, as a dense pore

network may impede cell migration due to gravity. This is supported by the study observation

that thicker scaffolds took a longer time to seed, suggesting the structure impeded cell move-

ment within the scaffold thickness. If in fact the study achieved a homogenous circumferential

distribution, it would be interesting to see if a similar result could be achieved without the rota-

tion period.

Vorp and colleagues have developed and refined methods for seeding of vascular grafts that

combine double injection filtration perfusion, vacuum perfusion and a rotational element con-

currently [4, 28]. Studies were conducted to examined the effectiveness of the seeding method
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on two distinct scaffold types [28]. One had small pore sizes and infiltration into the scaffold

thickness was limited, while the other contained larger pores and allowed cellular infiltration.

Cell distribution across the full length of the scaffold was investigated and found to be homog-

enous and viable in both cases. Furthermore in 2020, Cunnane et al. revised the system to

accommodate grafts with lengths comparable to those used for human arterial replacement

[29]. Instead of two syringes seeding the graft at both ends, a diffuser was inserted into the scaf-

fold lumen. Over the course of the seeding period, the diffuser would translate across the graft

length while dispensing cell suspension from the distal end. Results indicated that this method

also achieved a uniform distribution both longitudinally and circumferentially with a scaffold

six times the length of those in the previous study (12cm vs 2cm). While the results are over-

whelmingly positive, the complexity of the seeding systems and experimental protocol limits

further manipulation of the scaffold environment after seeding as well as limiting similar appli-

cation to systems that attempt to culture more than one graft at a time.

To our knowledge, the bioreactor system presented here is the first to be developed that

incorporates semi-automated cell seeding and subsequent culture in a system conducive to

subject biaxial mechanical stimulation on four small diameter tubular scaffolds simulta-

neously. The ability to conduct tissue engineering experiments in a cost- and resource-effective

experimental program is crucial to refine methods and obtain reproducible and statistically

reliable data to provide a better mechanistic understanding of engineered tissue growth and

remodeling during its in vitro incubation stage.

Seeded scaffolds were evaluated longitudinally and circumferentially in terms of cell load,

viability, cell layer thickness, and surface coverage distribution. BMP seeding resulted in com-

parable numbers of viable cells as static drip seeding and the SIC methods. However, the distri-

bution of the cells present varied greatly between methods. Drip seeding onto the luminal

surface resulted in high concentrations of cells at either end of the scaffold and very few in the

middle, as expected. The SIC and BMP seeding had similar longitudinal cell distributions, but

static injection resulted in 35% less circumferential coverage on average. Interestingly, our his-

tology analysis revealed a more significant difference between BMP and static seeding methods

in terms of cell load than suggested by the results obtained in our alamarBlue viability assay.

We surmise that the histology washes may have washed away some of the cells present after

static seeding. BMP seeding was seemingly unaffected by this possible phenomenon, leading

us to believe that perfusion not only leads to better cellular coverage but also enhances cell

attachment to our scaffolds.

Earlier attempts at creating ETVGs have used seeding densities anywhere between 2,000

and 45,000 cells/mm2 [24, 30]; however since the early 2000s, cell densities between 10,000 and

20,000 cells/mm2 [27, 31–33] are typically employed. In this experiment, 2 x 106 cells were

seeded onto each scaffold, a target seeding density of 10,610 cell/mm2, after seeding the viable

cell density was calculated to be about 1,600 cell/mm2 which is comparable to the results previ-

ously achieved and published in the literature by others [24, 27, 33]. Scaffolds seeded with our

bioreactor system demonstrated that cell coverage was lesser in the first 6 mm of length proxi-

mal to the solution input. We believe this may be due to the pressurization pattern during

seeding and could be mitigated by the addition of a second syringe perfusing through the distal

end of the scaffold. However, the benefit of such an addition could be negligible. The differ-

ences between methods warrants further investigation in terms of how this effects long term

culture patterns.

Differences in apparent SMC morphology perceived from close inspection of the SEM

images could be related with the phenotypic modulation of SMCs, which could change from
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synthetic to contractile if part of a large aggregate as seen in the denser regions of drip seeded

and statically infused scaffolds. Contractile SMCs are elongated, spindle-shaped cells, whereas

synthetic/proliferative SMCs are less elongated and have a cobblestone morphology [34].

However, SEM imaging is purely topographical and the boundary between cells can be difficult

to define if cells form aggregates with multiple layers and have deposited ECM into the inter-

stitial space between cells. In the bioreactor mediated perfusion seeding method, cells are dis-

tributed more homogenously and typically in a monolayer, with different degrees of sparsity,

so it is easier to distinguish individual cells from one another. In the other static methods, cells

would typically aggregate in a small region of the scaffold area which presents itself as a smooth

surface with individual cells difficult to identify.

There are many limitations associated with the work presented here as there often are with

ETVG-related experiments. To determine feasibility in the clinical setting, the system would

need to be scaled up to the appropriate size. Vascular grafts for human CABG are typically 5

mm in diameter and 18 cm long resulting in an aspect ratio of 45, compared to the aspect ratio

employed here, which is about 20 [35, 36]. It is well known that ETVGs with substantial syn-

thetic polymer component typically do not perform well in long term in vivo studies due to

issues associated with compliance mismatch [37]. However, the BMP seeding method pre-

sented here could easily fit scaffolds of different materials, microstructures and sizes with little

to no modification. The scaffolds used in this study were developed in house with reasonable

consistency and throughput, and eliminated dependence on outside suppliers. Certainly, this

study would benefit with the analysis of different scaffold types with different microstructures

to verify if the benefits of bioreactor-mediated perfusion seeding would be conserved. How-

ever, this study was centered around the characterization of cell delivery onto scaffolds by the

system. Additional determinations of cell morphology, such as staining with vascular SMC

contractile markers like alpha smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), smoothelin, or smooth muscle

myosin heavy chain (SM-MHC) would provide more information towards determining how

the seeding process may affect SMC phenotype and behavior relevant for the subsequent steps

of in vitro culture. Furthermore, we have looked into additive agents that are used to prevent

cell sedimentation in syringes and tubing as well as various proteins that scaffolds may be

coated with to promote cell adherence, but none were used in this study, which may be consid-

ered an oversite when determining the effectiveness of our method. Additive agents in 3D cul-

ture media can be expensive, and there are a great number to choose from. We believe that the

positive results obtained in this study are encouraging and promote the possibility of future

studies to tailor those aspects to address a variety of problems.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we presented the validation of the seeding method associated with a custom

designed seed and culture bioreactor for the development of ETVGs under the influence of

cyclic biaxial mechanical stimulation. Our method seeds cells onto the luminal surface of elec-

trospun polymer scaffolds in a demonstrably consistent manner when compared to traditional

static seeding methods. It also eliminates the need for excessive handling during the transition

in between seeding and culturing. This device may contribute to the progress of any small

diameter tubular tissue engineering application that aims to investigate the effect of mechani-

cal stimulation on tissue development.
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